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2021 saw the transformation from 
World Merit charity to QS World Merit
with our Live Launch  event covering 
21 time zones in January.

Congratulations to our 
7 Scholarship Winners! 
We have awarded young people with 
over  in 2021.$55,000 USD

We’ve trained  with14 Social Leaders
iLeap, certified by the Western University
of Washington

 We’ve reached over  400 Attendees
through our webinars and workshops
and over 100  experts and speakers
from around the world.

Our  has been developednew website
with and for our community, 
where impact activities
are rewarded with opportunities.

We’ve developed a mobile application 
to make it easier to upload impact 
reports & unlock opportunities. 
Stay tuned for the launch in the coming
weeks.

And in January, we will launch 
the Future17 program with QS to engage
university students to tackle real world 
challenges with global companies and
organizations. 

In 2021 we have also welcomed 
8 new QSWM Councils: 
Bangladesh, Ghana, Kakuma in Kenya, 
Pakistan, Nepal, Belgium, DRC and
Nigeria. 
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Foreword

“

n 2021, we have seen the power of youth to bring Iinnovative solutions to problems, test the status quo 
and drive forward a vision for a better world with 

unwavering passion and motivation. However, 
opportunities for youth to realize their potential are 
scarce and have been further exacerbated by the COVID-
19 pandemic.

QS World Merit was founded from the belief that talent is 
distributed equally worldwide while opportunity is not.
It is our mission to mobilise and support young people 
worldwide to learn, grow and take action for the 
generative future. We want a world where every person 
has equal opportunity and support earned on merit to 
lead positive change. We use the global framework of 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN 
SDGs) to measure our community impact built from the 
core principle of “No one should be left behind”. 

2021 saw the transformation from World Merit Charity to 
QS World Merit. In the midst of global uncertainty, we 
have found significant hope in young people. From 
webinars, to workshops, to education programs, to 
planting trees, to community clean-ups and documentary 
screenings… 2021 has been a year of strategising and 
impact! We can’t wait for 2022, to create a more equal 
world, where opportunity goes to those who deserve it; 
based on merit. But first, we hope you enjoy the 
reflections from our first year.

Interim CEO,

Beth Eden

“
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Launch Event
January 2021

QS World Merit launched with a bang in January 2021.
The 15-hour live event brought 65+ speakers from all over
the globe together to share inspiring stories of creating
tangible impacts on real world problems using 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals as their framework.

Change makers, Experts, QSWM Councils & Partners from
29 countries took center stage to present on topics including:

Sustainable Technology and its applications

Sustainable Development and Children

Education for Transformation

Leading through uncertainty and chaos
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his year, QS World Merit organized a number of webinars Tand workshops surrounding the SDGs, with themes 
ranging from gender equality, how to carry out effective 

fundraising and involving others in sustainable initiatives in a 
secondary education context. We thank the speakers below, 
who lent their time to share their talent and expertise with 
our community.

Webinars &
Workshops

'Sustainability as University's Strategy:
Chain of Change’ with Isabela Alcázar, 
the Global Head of Sustainability at
IE University in Madrid, Spain.

The session reached over forty attendees and 
focused on implementing sustainable initiatives, 
creating chains of positive change within higher 
education institutions and how to engage teams 
and excite communities in universities to make 
an SDG-driven impact ‘Fundraising Tips and Tricks’

with Joseph Archibald Whadji,
our Community Engagement 

Manager from Ghana.

This Facebook Live event discussed how to 
fund-raise within local communities towards 
acts of community service and activism that 

contribute to the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

The Facebook Live featured Joseph, our 
Community Engagement Manager,

 Trustee Paras Fatnani of QS World Merit and 
a special message from the CEO of

 QS, Nunzio Quacquarelli. 

This workshop saw an attendance of over 70 
attendees and sought to raise awareness of 
the current context, opportunities and 
challenges related to SDG 5 - gender equality 
- across three dimensions:
1) Workplace
2) Leadership
3) Socio-economic environment
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3
‘Gender Equality Co-creation’ with
Noha Hefny, CEO of People of Impact
in Dubai, UAE.
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SDGs & Careers
June 2021
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QSWM also held the SDGs and Careers forum in 2021. 
This event spanning 3 days, put forth 40+ speakers from our network of universities, private 
sector ambassadors, and changemakers to voice their career advice to those interested in 
making the SDGs a part of their education and/or career.

Topics discussed included:

Which education providers are truly making Sustainable Development Goals a part of their 
DNA;

How to identify companies who are not only talk the SDG talk, but also walk the walk;

What are the best tools to help influence change in your community, country, industry;

Which scholarship essays and interviews hit the right note with admissions committees;

Inspirational case studies from the leading SDG Ambassadors - from corporate, governmental 
and community teams;

How to future-proof your career and stay true to your passion for sustainability;

Who are the QS World Merit mentors generously sharing their experiences with the 
community;

Examples of collaboration frameworks between universities, companies, NGOs and young 
professionals
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ur members continue to upload 

Otheir impacts for the SDGs, directly 
contributing via planting trees, 

developing educational resources and 
organizing local litter collection walks! 
These individuals have managed to create 
positive impacts that then echo across their 
communities, not only through their 
actions, but also through the awareness 
they raise across their networks. Join us in 
celebrating these amazing achievements.

Our Community
Impact Highlights

Jan 2021 – Planted 30 Edible trees 

Location: Spain

“These trees do not only store carbon in the soil, they are a 
home for wildlife that increase the resilience of our 

ecosystem and lower the temperature during the extreme 
heat.”
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May 2021 – Developed a new 
learning program for Salama 
College of Computing students

Location: Democratic Republic 
of the Congo

“To have access to enriched 
training, the same resources as 
other students around the 
world, and international 
certifications, in order to 
innovate their respective local 
communities”

December 2021 – What about 
our future? Screening on 
Climate Change

Location: Pakistan

“We must work on possible 
grounds to fight this collective 
problem. We must nurse our 
injured home, Earth. We must 
join hands to protect ourselves 
and our future generations. We 
must save the earth. We must 
save life.”

Jul 2021 – Organized an Eco-
pedagogical walk

Location: Democratic Republic 
of the Congo

“Not to throw waste (plastics 
and others) in the street is a 
patriotic gesture, a sign of love 
for the generations to come” 
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QS World Mert 
Schorlaship  Winners
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his year, QS World Merit is Tdelighted to have been able to 
offer scholarships to 7 students 

from diverse backgrounds and career 
goals. QS World Merit congratulates 
the below recipients and wishes them 
the best in their future endeavors. 

To learn more about scholarship 
opportunities with QS World Merit, or 
to learn what these scholarships mean 
to the recipients below, please visit: 

www.qsworldmerit.org/opportunities

Deepak Torres
QS EDHEC Business School Scholarship 2021

Matthew Lobach
QS MBA Leadership Scholarship Winner 2021

Augustė Dudutyt
QS Academic Excellence - Judes` Award Scholarship Winner 2021

Aryan Mehra
QS Academic Excellence Scholarship Winner 2021

Ana Catalina Mancilla Uribe
QS Social Responsibility Scholarship Winner 2021

Navya Mittal
QS Undergraduate Scholarship Winner 2021

Vasiliki Leibow
QS Women In Higher Education Scholarship Winner 2021
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S World Merit Councils, established either locally or nationally, are local self-organized Qgroups of changemakers that take actions, activities, and events to uplift communities 
from the grassroots and contribute to the UN SDGs. Councils are the beating heart of 

our community and our delivery vehicle. They are in direct contact with the local community 
in every city.

Established
Councils 
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Bangladesh

Belgium

Congo

Ghana

Kenya

PakistanNigeria

Nepal

QS World Merit has council  ambassadors in:

qsworldmerit.org
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A special thanks goes to our QS World Merit Council 
Pakistan, whose contributions and rapid growth prove 
passion is contagious. They organized SIMA documentary 
screenings, launched educational videos, organized local 
and international events and launched fundraising 
campaigns. Of special note was their Climate Change and 
Alternate Energy Seminar in October which brought 
together thousands of students and experts to discuss 
some of the world’s most interesting and crucial 
problems.

Interview with QS World Merit Pakistan President, Zakir:

 “Climate Change is a wicked problem that requires 
understanding of people and place. Following the agenda 
and goals of UN SDGs under the umbrella of QS
World Merit, the International Seminar on Climate 
Change and Alternate Energy was organized to address 
all issues related to Climate Change and Alternate Energy 
at the youth level to initiate the efforts of de-
carbonization related to manufacturing, energy system 
and conservation of resources for the futurist 
improvement of the planet earth.”

What is your vision as President of QS World Merit 
Pakistan in 2022?: 

To help everyone in getting better opportunities and 
opportunities on the basis of merit for everyone. To 
implement the Sustainable Development Goals in letter 
and Spirit. To make an everlasting impact as well.
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Council Spotlight
Pakistan

“

qsworldmerit.org

Muhammad Zakir 
“
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Prepared by:
Daniel Castillo, Research Associate,
Beth Eden, Interim CEO.

Thank you to our supporters

Help us create a world 
of opportunity in 2022 

Individual contributors to the Season of Giving Campaign. 

Become a changemaker and upload your impact on the 

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)

at www.qsworldmerit.org/impacts

 

Contact us at hello@qsworldmerit.org
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